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Mr. Carl J. Hemmer 
A. Hemmer 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Hemmer: 

This is in response to youri"letter Of March 18 to the President regarding 
the orders by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on March 13 to shut down 
five nuclear power plants in the eastern United States because of questions 
about the ability of their piping systems to withstand earthquakes.  

Shortly before those orders were issued, it became apparent to NRC staff 
that analysis techniques which had been used in the seismic design of 
safety-related piping for these five plants were not in accord with proven 
and generally accepted engineering practices. The result could be over
stressing of piping and supports for earthquakes which might occur during 
the lifetimes of these plants. The eastern United States is generally 
believed to be a region of low seismicity, when compared to the western 
part of the country, but it is not without significant historical seismic 
activity. Attached is a map showing the location and intensity of earth
quakes that have occurred in your region.  

Some of the piping systems involved could, if failure occurred', cause loss 
of coolant to the nuclear reactor. In addition, systems needed to shut the 
plant down safely in that event could also be affected. Thus, an earthquake 
of not extremely low likelihood would have the potential both for causing 
an accident and for preventing operation of safety systems designed to cope 
with the accident. Whether or not such an earthquake caused damage in popu
lated areas, it is essential that any serious radiological contamination 
be prevented.  

Our objective is to review the situation in an expedited and disciplined 
manner so that the plants can be returned to operation with assurance that 
this will not constitute a threat to the public health and safety. We are 
mindful of the economic haroiships that can occur as a result of plant shut
downs and are working as hard as we can to avoid any unnecessary delays in 
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bringing the plants back on line. After completion of reanalysis 
and modifications of the piping systems, the NRC on May 24 terminated 
the shutdown order for one of the five plants, the Maine Yankee Atomic 
Power Station. Reanalysis or review cf the other plants is in progress.  

Sincerely, 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor 

Regulation 

Enclosure: 
Earthquake Map for Virginia
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"..e are writin- to -rotcst the recent decision of ;,e tuclecx 
7e-ualtory Co--ss~ion~to close a series of 0 

tir~~~~~~g_ o)atr-~cntlV~t y~i V ce us, un tilr: ... a-•T n t ,,I- c UZI _n 'ýni V!_.-2_GU---: ,,) -- L-•s-•:T 3erv-c • ...  

the*-r cooling s,.ste:--s have been earth -:ua:e-:roofed. '.;e thirl: that 

the decision eito o"r- s the : ind of 5artia!ly ,tO',t-,h ou h Z d I 

decision that hurts citizens:,-.ore :han it helps the=. ;:e th.init is 

a decision that contradicts t-e 1 orzs of t 2 a-ae-e•l ..V Cr n2:n 

that you oledC.ed yourself to brinc azout. And we thir;: that a reason

able -odification of this decision is within your po,,er 

Clearly, ,,. ti .. s that it s carry.n. out its nd de res-cn5i

b' lities. Earlier regulations -:ere inadecuate ''hen the plants -ere 

constructed. Technically, NTC ias nejli-ent in protect in our :nter

ests. Sut now, when it sets out to correct ,ast Misza':es, it :ust 

also keen all of our interests in 2-ind.  

The likelihood of an earthcual:e of sufficient : _---tu-de'-ttinG 

the nuclear facilities in such a way as ;o -ri&. "_er the -roble_ s -- C 

projects is extremely low. If such a trenor its, neonle .i-rdie 

in far larger numbers from collansed buildings and bridees and from 

the afternath of the disaster. Put in =erspective, N.C's worries 

cover only a snall part of the prosrective disaster. If the unlikely 

eartheua':e misses the nuclear plants, th- rest of the disastr -will 

still occur. In short' if the governnent is in the business of .ro

tectin& us ar.ainst earthquakes, the "• acz, on is totally inadequate.  

We presune that your adninistration has no _,an to earthqua:--e-proof 

all the other facilities likely to be affecteO, closing them down in 

the meantire. For all its eood intentions, ti:e N.C decision finds no 

reasonable rationale in a resronsility to naýie nuclear power units 

safe from earthquakes. The problem is that the 12C has not thought 

through the other consequences of its decision b,-ause they are outside 

of its field of reszonsibility. ','hat haznens to tae cost of electric 

co::er for users that must now rely on scarce and costly petroleu.= 

fuels for an indefinite period? Should other agencies interpret their -- -Io-- re .-.o te d isa st r ? ''i l w 

resoonsibilities to protect citizens fro= stersC Will we 

halt all drivins until the highwa'ys are safe? Prohibit all szoking? 

Surely these activities will result in ,.ore deaths than any eartbc.uk-es 

the N-4C projects.  

In short, zlease draw the nC into c. amat _i t h the rest of 

the ve.n. . nt and Eet tren to out the 1 rIe.- into a r---,c---.  

'.te the repairs over a reasonable -eriod _.-en the 2ost to c-_tiz:ns of 

the "cP,'s earlier mistakes can be z-inizized.  
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